Minimizing cancer risk using molecular techniques: a review.
This review article summarizes molecular markers that can signal enhanced risk of cancer and provide clinicians with these clues in order to attempt the use of natural and synthetic compounds to intervene in the early precancerous stages of carcinogenesis before invasive disease begins. With an aim such as this in mind, we have begun to apply molecular techniques based on many research articles to look for biomarkers capable of signaling a greater risk of cancer. It is possible to attain relatively quick answers by monitoring selected signs and damage in the body which provide the environment for abnormal cell growth and differentiation. These molecular techniques aim to uncover critical precancerous events taking place inside the body and identify measurable biologic flags signaling their occurrence. For years now, scientists have understood that the onset of cancer is a gradual, step-wise process that may unfold over the course of decades, rather than a single, fixed event that can be dated in a pathologist's report. Carcinogenesis usually encompasses the prolonged accumulation of injuries at several different biological levels and includes both genetic and biochemical changes in cells. At each of these levels there is an opportunity for intervention-a chance to prevent, slow or even halt the gradual march of healthy cells toward malignancy. It is estimated that 75% of cancers are induced by chemicals; thus, if exposure to chemicals is avoided, cancer can be prevented. Also, depending on the individual's genetic background, the ability to metabolize chemicals is different among the population. This means that, "you and I can be exposed to exactly the same amount of a chemical," yet our response will differ because we metabolize carcinogens differently due to different rates of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) repair, apoptosis, and mitosis or different levels of Phase I and Phase II detoxification enzymes. This, along with a more or less efficient immune system, may promote tumor formation or destroy a cancer cell at its earliest stage of development. Therefore, measurement of the biologic markers such as DNA and protein adducts, DNA damage, programmed cell death, DNA repair system, mitosis, gene activation, levels of antioxidants and efficient immune function described in this chapter and summarized in Figures 2 and 10, are biological clues indicating that the body has been assaulted by toxic (or cancer-causing) agents. This early identification of biomarkers for special vulnerability to the effects of chemicals and detection of selected signs of precancerous damage in the body may culminate preventive measures and the saving of lives.